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Lab 04 – Working with Stata
Learning outcomes for Lab 04:

 To Introduce the students to Stata and its language

 To understand how Stata deals with data, files and basic 
operations.

 To undertake a few key checks before using the working file for 
statistical analysis.
  
A quick introduction to Stata
The basic architecture of Stata is based on:
– Five main windows: Review, Variables, Command, Results and the 
main screen.
– A further window showing the data, either in Browse or Edit mode.
– A few other optional windows (log file, do file...)
For a quick but complete tutorial on Stata, check its  web site
For a quick introduction, type: help contents in the command line
For a quick introduction to each command, type help command name
The syntax of Stata is very simple:
Command name variable(s) , options
  
Stata – some preliminary operations
It is advisable to change some default preferences regarding the memory 
allocated to data and statistical operations:
set memory 256000, perm
set maxvar 5000, perm
set matsize 800, perm
(help set if you want to understand what they are)
Some basic commands (quicker than the usual windows menu):
Use – to open Stata files (extension .dta)
Insheet using – to import data files not in Stata format
Save – use it only if you are sure that the changes are correct (it is 
however preferable to save with a different name)
Outsheet – to export a .dta file in a different format (e.g. .txt)
Log – to open a file recording all the things we do
Do – to write a routine, i.e., a sequence of commands (which is much 
more efficient than executing commands one by one).
Exit, clear
  
Stata – some key commands for statistical 
analysis
List – to see the file on screen
Sum – to summarize some basic descriptive statistics (sum, detail)
Tab – to compute frequency tables
Sort – to sort the file (to facilitate the interpretation of the data, to do 
some checks and to execute certain commands)
Drop – to delete observations or variables
Boolean operators
= and ==
If – to execute the command on a subset of the file
Rename – to rename variables
Replace – to change values in the variables
Encode / Decode – to replace numerical variables to strings of 
characters and vice versa
Gen – to generate new variables, also as a combination of previous 
variables
Egen – to generate new variables, as a function of previous variables / 
values
Reg – to run linear regressions
Xi reg – to run panel regressions
  
Stata – building the working file
Merge – to merge files that have different variables but the same 
observations
Append – to merge files that have different observations but the same 
variables
Always double check that the values included in the file are correct 
(manual random checks, use of commands such as list, sum, tab...)
Missing values – check them carefully
* The asterisk is used to insert a comment in the do file and in the log file
In case of doubt, always consult the manual (through the help 
command) and use the test files that are available in Stata
Or try, try and re-try until you find the right combination of commands...
  
Stata – how to access it
Stata is a proprietary software, it is widely used because of its “open 
access policy” for writing codes and commands. 
Many commands, written by researchers, are available in Beta version.
You can write your sequence of commands, save it as .ado file and run 
it...
Stata is available in any computer of the Rimini Campus (Red, Blu and 
Black labs)
From home, you can access it through remote desktop.
Information on how to access is in the repository
